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ABSTRACT 
This repor t  presents  results obtained in an  exploratory investi- 
I t  was found 
gation of the behavior of fluid in an unbaffled c i rcu lar  cylindrical tank 
under relatively low frequency random la te ra l  excitation. 
that I1swirl1' instability may occur under random excitation and a tentative 
bas i s  for predicting this instability is advanced. 
demonstrate the validity of the linear hypothesis for the unbaffled tank 
under low level random excitation, but the experimental evidence developed 
does not appear to validate this hypothesis within the experimental range 
of excitation levels.  Finally, brief, qualitative studies of non-stationary 
random excitation were car r ied  out and a r e  described. 
Attempts were  made to 
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Effective fi l ter  bandwidth 
Tank diameter 
Modulus of (nondimensional) t ransfer  function 
Estimated cumulative probability 
Frequency, cps  
Center  frequency (cps)  
Acceleration of gravity 
Depth of fluid in tank 
Besse l  function of f i r s t  kind of order  m 
Impulse response function 
Indices 
Tape speed ra t io  
C urn ula tive p r obab il i ty 
Function of attenuator settings 
Cylindrical  coordinate system 
Root mean square 
Parallel force spec t ra l  density at  frequency al0 
Normal  force  spec t ra l  density a t  frequency al0 
Scalar  spec t ra  of functions X(t), Y(t) 
Estimated spec t ra l  density a t  frequency f 
Sampling t ime 
iii 
T( i4  Transfer  function 
t Time 
X(t) Sample t ime history 
X ( i w ) ,  P (io) Four ie r  t ransforms of X(t), Y(t) 
That portion of signal X(t) 
center  frequency f0 
which is passed by a nar row 
X (t,forBe) bandwidth fi l ter  with a n  effective bandwidth Be and 
Y (1) Sample t ime history 
ASZ N on dim ens ional half pow e r bandwidth 
E Phase  angle 
Mass  density P 
U Standard deviation 
G: 
Xmn mn th free surface mode 
Variance of sample of X ( t )  
vxy(iu) C r o s s  spectrum between X(t )  and Y( t )  
a Nondimens ional frequency 
Qmn Nondimensional Eigenfrequencies, free surface 
0 Angular frequency 
Omn Eigenfrequencies, free sur face  
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lift-off mass  of a launch vehicle, the dynamic forces exerted on the 
vehicle by the sloshing of these liquids can be relatively large.  
central  problexx of interest  insofar as  the effect ~f propellant motions 
on rocket vehicles i s  concerned is that of stability and control. 
speaking, sloshing of the liquid propellants wil l  in teract  with both the 
control system dynamics and the vehicle s t ructural  dynamics, each of 
which a l so  couple with the other. 
to random aerodynamic excitation in the form of noise, wind shea r s ,  
transonic buffeting, etc. 
s t ruc tura l  vibration and liquid sloshing, all of which must  in turn be 
compensated for by the control system. 
The 
Generally 
As the vehicle ascends,  it  i s  subject 
These perturb the flight path and excite both 
In reali ty,  then, the excitation of the liquid propellants and their  
containing tanks must  be random in nature. Due to the nature  of the thrudt 
control and the generally light construction of rocket vehicles, both l a t e ra l  
and longitudinal random excitation of the fuel tanks a r e  experienced. 
Though the amount of l i t e ra ture  available on the fuel sloshing problem is 
very g rea t ,  Ref. 1, there seems to have been no attempt to explore experi-  
mentally the behavior of fluids in tanks under any s o r t  of random excitatidn. 
I t  was the objective of the present  program to f i l l  this gap by experimentally 
exploring the effects of random excitation of cylindrical, partially filled, 
rigid tanks. 
The scope and purpose of work in this project may be compactly 
summarized by quoting from the contract: 
"Studies on liquid response to external excitations, s o  far, have 
been concentrated on deterministic processes  in which the exci-  
tation of the tank i s  a definite function of time (pr imar i ly  sinus- 
oidal), and in which the response of the liquid i s  a l so  deterministic.  
This study shall  deal with random processes ,  in which the exci-  
tation of the tank and the resulting fluid response can only be 
described in s ta t is t ical  terms.  Since random excitations are 
prevailing under low-g conditions, this study has to be considered 
a f i r s t  step to obtain some knowledge on this par t icular  type of 
liquid response which shall  be the bas i s  of further exploratory 
r e s e a r c h  in this field. 
The statist ical  nature of liquid response in random processes  
r e s t r i c t s  this study pr imar i ly  to experimental  work. 
specific objectives of this study shall  include both l a t e ra l  and 
longitudinal excitation of rigid cylindrical  tanks. 
l a te ra l  excitation, the objective i s  to determine the validity of 
the l inear assumption for force  response under random exci- 
tation and to explore generally the problem of la te ra l  liquid motion 
induced by random excitation. 
the objective of this project is to explore the effects of random 
excitation on some of the nonlinear problems of sinusoidal exci- 
tation.. . . 1 1  
The 
In the case  of 
In the longitudinal excitation case 
The present  report  deals exclusively with the exploratory work 
The work car r ied  out in the car r ied  out on random la te ra l  excitation. 
present  program on random longitudinal excitation is dealt with in 
Reference 2.  
2 
PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION, 
LIQUID RESPONSE TO LATERAL EXCITATION 
Implicit in the pract ical  treatment of la te ra l  sloshing for control 
p-irrposes is the ass -u ip t ion  that the forces  due to fuel sloshing a r e  mathe- 
matically l inear  with rigid body tank translation o r  rotation and their t ime 
derivatives. 
writ ten expressing the sloshing forces,  and a t ransfer  function relating 
sloshing fo rces  to acceleration, say ,  may be derived. Random excitation 
of the fuel tanks under these circumstances,  poses  no insoluble problems 
to the design of the control system by virtue of the assumed validity of 
l inear  superposition. 
With this assumption, a l inear differential equation may be 
The p r imary  objective of this experimental study of fuel sloshing in 
response to random la te ra l  excitation was to attempt to demonstrate the 
validity of the assumption that the sloshing force response under random 
excitation may be synthesized f rom the data obtained in normal  fuel slosh- 
ing experiments where sinusoidal excitation is the rule.  
objective was a qualitative study of the randomly excited liquid f ree  surface.  
Such experiments would involve giving a rigid model tank random la te ra l  
excitation, measuring this excitation and the resulting random la te ra l  
sloshing forces ,  and performing spectral  analyses on the resulting records .  
(Results of a standard sinusoidal excitation experiment were  a l so  needed. ) 
A secondary 
If the relation between input X(t)  and output Y(t) of a sys tem is 
mathematically l inear ,  the behavior of the system for a r b i t r a r y  inputs may 
be compactly summarized in an impulse response function K ( t )  such that: 
which allows calculation of the output of the sys tem in the t ime domain. 
The t ransfer  function (T ( i w  )) of the system is the Four ie r  t ransform of 
the impulse response function and compactly summar izes  the dynamics of 
the sys t em in the frequency domain. 
are absolutely integrable transients;  
If the input and outputs of the sys tem 
00 
-00 
the t ransfer  function is the 
and input of the system. 
rat io  of the Four ie r  t ransforms of the output 
( 2 )  
If the impulse response ( K(T) ) for a sys tem is known, the 
response to some specific random excitation may  be easi ly  calculated with 
Equation ( l ) ,  so  long as K(t)- 0 
(In effect the integrand is then non-zero over a limited range. ) 
is no reason for a random function to satisfy the conditions of integrability 
previously cited and thus Equation ( 2 )  is not directly applicable. However, 
the methods of generalized harmonic analysis allow an  analogoud relation- 
ship: 
for  - a 0 < < ~  << + 00 
There  
is the c r o s s  spectrum between 
input X(t) and output Y(t) , 
(both random functions) 
If gXy ( i w 
Sx(w)  is the sca l a r  spectrum of input X(t)  
S y b )  is the sca l a r  spectrum of Y(t)  
Then 
and 
( 3 )  
(4) 
Since the t rue spectra  and c r o s s  spec t ra  of a random process  
involve calculations of limiting values a s  t ime increases  without bound, 
we can only est imate  spec t ra  and c ross - spec t r a  f rom a finite sample 
with some s ta t is t ical  measu re  of confidence. Consequently, Equations 
( 3 )  and (4) express  estimated propert ies  of the system. 
The conventional method of determining t ransfer  functions experi-  
mentally is to excite the sys tem with pure sinusoidal excitation of var ious 
frequencies, and note the output amplitude and phase relative to the input. 
If the fuel sloshing force response is truly l inear ,  all three cited 
methods of obtaining the t ransfer  function (Equations ( 2 ) ,  ( 3 )  and (4) and 
the previous paragraph)  should yield the same resu l t ,  within the prac t ica l  
experimental limitations imposed on each method. 
Consequently, a demonstration of l inear i ty  ( o r  the lack of) could 
be made by exciting a tank la teral ly  with both sinusoidal and random d i s -  
placement o r  accelerat ion signals,  calculating the t ransfer  function in each 
c a s e  and comparing the resu l t s .  
can be made to an  accuracy  comparable with conventional procedures .  ) 
(The es t imates  of Equations ( 3 )  and (4) 
4 
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I t  may  be noted that the force response of laterally excited tanks 
b a i i L i u L  uG G.i-+c;LLc.u L u  UL L s i i c a r .  II c n L i L a L i u u  u&gii i iude ia increased i nde i i -  
nitely. One of the important advantages in embarking on random tank 
excitation studies is that such studies may ultimately indicate how far 
the l inear  model is to be trusted in t e rms  compatible with the type of 
excitation time histories which can be measured in the vehicle, ra ther  
than in t e rms  of discrete  sinusoidal excitation which pe r s i s t s  indefinitely. 
^ ^ _ _ ^  c L -  -_I^- c - 1  e, LA 1: - - - - - -  :r - . - - . L - L .  
In the preceding paragraphs,  the fluid in the tank is essentially 
A s  may be seen from Chapters 2 - 4  of t reated as a l inear  "black box". 
R e f .  1, this is by no means always t rue and in the present  program con- 
siderations of what types of nonlinear behavior might be encountered 
influenced the detailed experimental approach. 
Summarizing the common types of nonlinear fluid behavior (af ter  
Ref. 1, Chapter 3) ,  nonlinear effects in la te ra l  sloshing might be described 
in t e r m s  of four c lasses:  
1. 
2. 
3 .  
Nonlinearities which a r i se  pr imar i ly  a s  a consequence 
of the geometry of the container and a r e  apparent even a t  
very small excitation levels. Examples of this c lass  are  
compartmented ( sec tor )  cylindrical tanks, spherical  tanks, 
spheroidal, e tc .  The circular  cylindrical tank does not 
appear  to have significant nonlinearities of this type. 
the c i rcu lar  cylindrical tank is one of the most  common 
geometr ies  used in practice this type was selected for  the 
p re sen t  experiments.  
Since 
Nonlinearities which a r i se  pr imar i ly  as a consequence 
of l a rge  amplitude excitation and response.  
occur in any tank i f  the excitation level  i s  made sufficiently 
high. 
present  program that the experimental  apparatus should 
be capable of a s  la rge  an excitation level as possible.  
This type will 
Consideration of such response indicated for the 
Nonlinearities which involve essentially different forms  
of liquid behavior produced by coupling or  instabilities of 
various of the lateral sloshing modes.  
of these seems  to be "rotary sloshing" or  "swirl  motion". 
This is a type of instability occurring very  close to the 
lowest liquid resonant frequency. 
description of Ref. 1, Chapter 3 ,  which sumrmr izes  obser -  
vations f rom sinusoidal excitation experiments:  "The 
essent ia l  features  of this complex liquid motion can be  
The mos t  important 
Quoting the qualitative 
5 
described qualitatively as an apparent "rotation" of 
the liquid about the ver t ical  axis of symmetry of the 
tank, superimposed on the normal  sloshing motion. 
The motion is even m o r e  complicated as a type of 
"beating" a l so  seems to exist; the f i r s t  ant isymmetr ic  
liquid-sloshing mode f i r s t  begins to t ransform itself 
into a rotational motion increasing in angular velocity 
in, say,  the counterclockwise direction, which reaches 
a maximum and then decreases  essentially to ze ro  and 
then r eve r ses  and increases  in angular velocity in the 
clockwise direction, and so  on alternately.  The frequency 
of rotation is l e s s  than that of the surface wave motion 
and therefore  the liquid appears  to undergo a ver t ical  
up-and-down motion as i t  rotates  about the tank axis; the 
rotational frequency about this up-and-down axis is about 
the same as that of the wave motion. The liquid f r e e  
surface,  at leas t  a t  relatively low excitation amplitudes,  
i s  essentially plane, and it i s  the apparent rotation of 
this inclined plane about a ver t ical  axis that we are 
attempting to describe.  
ably occurs  in laboratory tes ts  a t  frequencies in the 
immediate neighborhood of one of the resonances of the 
normal  sloshing modes,  as mentioned above, and occurs  
whether the liquid has  any initial g ros s  rotation or  not; 
the rotational mode can, however, be initiated a t  any 
excitation frequency by introducing some disturbance 
which provides a substantial initial rotation to the fluid. 
This phenomenon almost  invari-  
In pract ice ,  both experimental  and actual,  i t  has  been found 
that baffles internal to the tank tend to suppress  this instability, 
especially i f  in the form of ver t ical  plates .  With respec t  to 
the present  experiments,  i t  was thus necessary  to a )  find 
out i f  "swirl" was possible a t  all under random excitation, 
b) consider whether o r  not to incorporate swir l  suppression 
devices in the tes t  tank. 
4. The l a s t  type of possible nonlinearity in the sys tem is that 
produced by the introduction of la rge  damping in the sys tem,  
a s  by baffles o r  other mechanical devices. Unfortunately, 
the common ring-baffle is  a t  l ea s t  a slightly nonlinear device. 
In the present  program the possible incorporation of baffles 




In random excitation the describing pa rame te r s  a r e  necessar i ly  
slightly m o r e  complex than for sinusoidal excitation where a discrete  
frequency and an amplitude (of displacement or  acceleration) suffice. 
F o r  any random excitation a t  least  3 describing parameters  and a speci-  
fication of a probability distribution a r e  required.  
the underlying probability distribution of experimentally produced random 
excitation very  near ly  has  to be Gaussian (normal)  and "stationary". The 
"normal" specification is because of the nature of available equipment, 
the fact  that the l i t e ra ture  on the normal distribution is the most  extensive, 
and the fact  that the r e su l t  of a linear operation on a random Gaussian 
p rocess  is another random Gaussian process .  
is completely described by the mean and variance of the process  (the 
mean squared deviation f r o m  the mean). 
convenient to specify var iance,  o r  root-mean-square amplitude (abbrevi- 
ated rms hereaf ter) .  
In a pract ical  sense 
The normal  distribution 
In the present  case  i t  is m o r e  
The speficication "stationary" means loosely that 
the s ta t is t ical  propert ies  (variance, moments of distribution, e tc .  ) do 
not change with time. 
The rms amplitude of the excitation i s  not sufficient in itself to 
define the excitation for present  purposes. 
mos t  of the energy (o r  mean square) is to be associated is a l so  required 
and this mus t  be defined by a t  least two pa rame te r s .  Thus, experimentally 
it would be necessary  to deal with three pa rame te r s  ra ther  than two. In 
addition, in the random excitation case,  the excitation would contain energy 
over a continuous range of frequency. 
The frequency band with which 
The question of the possibility of "swirl" instability under random 
Thus l a rge  
excitation was of importance a t  the outset  since some excitation energy 
would always be present  nea r  the f i rs t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode. 
swi r l  suppression baffles might be a necessary  complication to the tank 
geometry.  
experiments  swir l  might be, and the final decision on tank baffling was 
defer red  pending prel iminary experiments with an unbaffled cylindrical  
tank. 
There  was no way to know in advance how important to the 
I t  happened that the mechanical equipment and tank used and des-  
cr ibed in Reference 3 was available. 
excitation equipment was not immediately suitable for  the random excitation 
c a s e ,  it was decided that the most  economical course  to follow in the 
p re sen t  investigation would be to modify the equipment of Ref. 3 ,  as neces-  
s a ry .  The 7 . 7  inch ID c i rcu lar  cylindrical tank (19.6 cm)  was accordingly 
Though the associated electronic 
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stripped of old baffles and, when i t  became possible to assemble the 
la teral  random excitation system ( to  be l a t e r  described),  a qualitative 
study w a s  undertaken of the "swirl" tendencies in an unbaffled tank 
subject to random la te ra l  excitation. 
The frequency bandwidth of the random excitation was varied and 
the nature of the f ree  surface response was noted. Litt le or  none of the 
spectacular rotational instability as s ocia ted with sinusoidal excitation 
nea r  the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  resonance was observed in any case.  A s  
the frequency bandwidth was reduced to a width covering the range f rom 
DC to about that of the second ant i -symmetr ic  mode, m o r e  and m o r e  
obvious f i r s t  anti-symmetric mode response was observed. This r e s -  
ponse built up and died out as was to be expected but displayed only an 
occasional tendency to rotate.  Sifiusoidal excitation experiments w e r e  
carr ied out to be su re  that the lack of rotation was not associated with 
the experimental setup, but substantial rotation was observed with a 
p u r e  sinusoidal excitation energy input an o rde r  of magnitude l e s s  than 
the energy in the highest level of random excitation. These resu l t s  im- 
plied that in order  to produce pronounced rotational instability under 
random excitation, the excitation input to the system must  a t  l ea s t  have 
a very high relative energy level near  f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  resonance. 
Some brief additional experiments on t ransient  excitation were  
a l s o  car r ied  out. 
is varied with t ime, the excitation becomes one of a c lass  of nonstationary 
random processes .  In the experiments the stationary random signal which 
produced the most  qualitative tendencies for rotation was used. 
of this signal was ca r r i ed  f r o m  ze ro  to nominal maximum and back to ze ro  
in a period of t ime sufficient to produce a l a t e ra l  excitation t ransient  
s imilar  to those sometimes observed in the flight of a booster vehicle,  
Ref. 1. 
tank. The random 
transient excited many modes initially but a f te r  the excitation ceased,  
the fluid decayed in the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode with no obvious ro ta -  
tional tendencies. Quite similar behavior was  observed when the tank was 
given a displacement l lstep' '  excitation (a velocity impulse).  
If the gain of the stationary random excitation signal 
The gain 
This procedure was repeated severa l  t imes to excite the unbaffled 
In each case  the tank fluid was initially quiescent. 
No measurements  were  made, and thus no reasonably p rec i se  idea 
of the distribution of energy in  the excitation could be obtained in these 
prel iminary experiments.  However, they indicated that, within the sp i r i t  
of an  exploratory program,  m o r e  might be learned i f  the f i r s t  t e s t  tank 
was  unbaffled and the fluid left free to rotate .  In a pre l iminary  way i t  
seemed possible that rotation would not occur in a n  unbaffled tank with 
"broadband" random excitation. Under  these circumstances,  sufficient 
checks on tne iinearicy or" the system might be made. 
enlargement of the program to include a prel iminary study of the con- 
ditions required to initiate rotational instability appeared to be worthwhile. 
in addition, an 
The final experimental program was thus, in general ,  to give an 
unbaffled c i rcu lar  cylindrical tank random displacement excitation hav- 
ing a wide range of frequency distributions, and to record  the resulting 
forces  imposed on the tank by the fluid. Displacements were  selected 
as the "input" as a ma t t e r  of experimental convenience. The resulting 
forces  a r e  of m o r e  direct  bearing on pract ical  sloshing problems,  and 
were  a l so  experimentally convenient since apparatus previously con- 
s t ructed under NASA contract was available. 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
1. Mechanical Atmaratus. Tank 
The mechanical apparatus used and described in Ref. 3 was 
available for the present  exploratory program.  I t  was felt that the 
mos t  economy would resu l t  for the present  program i f  this apparatus 
was modified where necessary.  
a l so  available and this identical tank was used in the present  experi-  
ments.  
ment  excitation range fo r  present  purposes (about t 0.017 tank diameters)  
This deficiency was far outweighed by economic considerations and by 
the availability, in R e f .  3 ,  of the resu l t s  of sinusoidal excitation experi-  
ments  performed on the same  cylindrical tank to be used in the present  
program. 
One of the tes t  tanks of Ref.  3 was 
This apparatus was considered slightly deficient in displace- 
An overall  view of the setup used in R e f .  3 is shown in F igure  1 
The mechanical apparatus consists of a base  supporting of this repor t .  
all par t s  of the system, an electro-dynamic vibration exci ter ,  a car r iage  
which may be thereby excited in translation, and  which, in turn,  supports 
the test tank through a force balance system. I t  was necessary  to stiffen 
the base to minimize vibration interaction with the shaker control sys tem 
to be la ter  described, and it was felt prudent to replace the four teflon 
car r iage  slide bearings with three l inear  ball  bearings for the present  
application. The only other mechanical addition to the existing apparatus 
was the addition of a l inear  motion carbon film potentiometer to measu re  
relative displacement between ca r r i age  and base.  
The tank i tself ,  Figure 1 and 2 ,  is a 7.70 inch ID (19.6 c m )  
Lucite plastic cylinder with a flat bottom. 
was  the liquid used, and the tank was filled to a depth of one diameter  
for  all experiments herein.  
food wrapping mater ia l  to prevent l o s s  of water.  
Tap water  ( a t  about 70°F) 
The top of the tank was covered with plastic 
The tank was attached to the ca r r i age  through the four special  
force balances described in Ref .  3 (one visible in F igure  2) .  
balances are provided with s t ra in  sensing elements both para l le l  and 
normal  to the direction of excitation. 
"accelerometer" whose sensitivity may  be adjusted by adjusting mass, 
is a l s o  provided. Suitable connection of all the semi-conductor s t ra in  
gages in the force balances and acce lerometer  is possible such that out- 
put signals may  be  obtained which are proportional to the net force  exerted 
These 
A cantilever spring -mass 
10 
on the tank by the fluid both parallel  and normal  to the direction of 
exciiaiiun. 
is achieved by varying the m a s s  on the "accelerometers".  
calibrations of the force measuring system were  provided for with 
pulleys and s t r ings,  Fig. 2 .  
;<ear -CdiiLelldiiuri ul' iiic ilieriih bigrikl u l  ilie eiiipty I - - - ' -  L a u n
Deadweight 
2 .  Recording ADDaratUS 
The electronic equipment involved in the present  experiments 
conveniently falls  into three categories: 
2 )  Excitation and, 3 )  Recording apparatus. 
apparatus used. 
succeeding sections.  
1 )  Shaker control and power, 
Figure 3 shows most  of the 
Shaker and Excitation systems will be discussed in 
The basic r eco rde r  in the present experiments was an Ampex 
F R  18OOL magnetic tape r eco rde r .  
two force  "outputs" and a displacement "input" were  recorded simul- 
taneously fo r  subsequent analysis.  
and Strain Gage Units were  employed to excite, amplify and demodulate 
the two force  bridge signals. The outputs of these amplif iers  were  low 
pass  fi l tered by SKL Variable active f i l ters  to eliminate high frequency 
noise corresponding to force  balance resonances,  etc.  Electronic cali-  
brating signals a r e  available in the "Q" units and these were  used to 
put "step1' calibrations on the magnetic tape. The amount of force cor -  
responding to these calibration s igna l s  was established through static 
deadweight calibrations performed a t  the s t a r t  and checked a t  the end 
of each  tes t  day. The carbon film potentiometer displacement t rans-  
ducer  was used for recording "input"and as an  input to the shaker control 
sys tem.  
displacement signal output and this signal was fur ther  amplified or  atten- 
uated as required by means of a Tektronix Type "0" Operational Amplifier 
Unit. 
placement signal and was recorded on the magnetic tape before and af te r  
each "run". The physical displacement corresponding to the calibration 
s ignal  was established through a static calibration of the ca r r i age  which 
was  performed af te r  the s ta t ic  force calibrations.  
F o r  any given excitation condition, 
Two Tektronix Type I'Q" Transducer  
A buffer amplifier in the shaker control sys tem provided a 
A stable voltage calibration signal was a l so  provided for the d i s -  
3 .  Shaker System 
The excitation signal ( to be described) is basical ly  a fluctuating 
voltage a t  the "input" to the shaker system. 
convenient to change the nature and/or  the frequency content of this voltage. 
In pract ice ,  i f  the investigator wishes to have some notion during the 
In the experiments i t  is m o s t  
experiment of the frequency distribution and level of acceleration 
he is actually imposing on the specimen i t  i s  necessary  to "equalize" 
the shaker system so that a given sinusoidal voltage input amplitude 
results in an essentially constant displacement amplitude over the 
frequency range of interest .  The 50-lb force electrodynamic shaker 
system utilized in Ref. 3 was not real ly  intended for  use below 5 cps 
and consequently had a sharply varying frequency response below this 
frequency. I t  was,  nevertheless,  adequate for the sinusoidal excitation 
experiments of Ref. 3 because "equalizing" (in the sense used above) 
for  sinusoidal experiments is greatly facilitated by the fact  that only one 
frequency a t  a time need be  handled. 
the system must  be equalized for all significant frequencies all the time. 
The main difficulty with the existing 50-lb shaker system was that the 
shaker was AC coupled to the power amplifier.  
problem encountered in the previous portion of the present  program 
(Ref .  2 )  and the solution was identical; that is, a small direct  coupled 
solid s ta te  power amplifier used in the previous phase of the program 
was  used in  place of the 50-lb shake r ' s  normal  power amplif ier .  This 
substitution extended the range of shaker operation to DC but, of course,  
did not complete the equalization. 
amplifier,  a displacement signal f rom the previously mentioned carbon 
film potentiometer, and a velocity signal f rom a transducer built into the 
shaker,  it was possible to design and construct a closed loop equalization 
system, or  control servo.  The final shaker sys tem,  loaded to  simulate 
the mass of the fluid in the tank, h a d  a flat (within 10/0) frequency response 
f rom DC to 5 t imes the frequency of the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode with 
a relatively gentle roll-off thereaf ter .  The relatively tight ''loop'' in the 
system made i t  quite versat i le .  F o r  example,  a quite creditable "step" 
function could be achieved ( r i s e  t imes were  ve ry  small relative to t ime 
scales  appropropriate  for sloshing) as well as r amps ,  tr iangular waves, 
e tc .  In addition to good frequency response charac te r i s t ics ,  there  was 
sufficient power to dr ive the system into the mechanical stops (+ - 0.017 
tank diameters)  for signals within the "flat" frequency range. 
a clipping amplifier was  inser ted between shaker  and excitation sys tems to 
l imit  the excitation voltage to  a range corresponding to the full mechanical 
deflection range.  The input to this amplifier became the effective input to 
the shaker sys tem.  
In random excitation experiments 
This was the identical 
By utilizing the solid s ta te  power 
Consequently, 
4. Excitation System 
The cent ra l  random excitation requirement  is a source  of Gaussian 
noise with uniform distribution of energy over the frequency range of interest .  
Since the frequencies involved in sloshing problems are  below the audio 
range, a special  low frequency noise source  is convenient and in the p re sen t  
c a s e  an Elgenco Corp. Model 311A source  provided a reliable Gaussian 
noise with frequency content f rom DC to 40 cps.  
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frequency distribution were to be varied. 
posing between the noise source and the input to the shaker system, 
and a buffer amplifier with step input attenuator. 
allowed adjustment of gain so that tank displacement amplitudes up to 
just  under ljrniting could be  achieved for each combination of shaping 
f i l t e r s ,  the step attenuator was used to va,ry the excitation level. 
This was done by inter-  
..-e ... corh ina t ions  of frequency band shapir,g f i l ters  ( t ~  be described) 
The buffer amplifier 
During the experiments three distinct methods of shaping noise 
One of 
were  employed. The first, for "broadband" noise,  was to filter the 
noise through two cascaded SKL variable cutoff active f i l ters .  
these was s e t  to control the low frequency cutoff, the other for the high 
frequency cutoff. The second method, for narrow band noise,  involved 
the use  of a Spectral  Dynamics Corp. Tracking Fi l te r  with a (fixed) 2 cps  
bandwidth f i l ter .  With this equipment a 2-cycle wide band of noise a t  any 
d e s i r e d  center frequency could be  picked out of the output of the noise 
source.  
Since a 2-cycle bandwidth is actually "broad" relative to the 
separation of modal frequencies in the tes t  tank, a method was sought 
to produce much nar rower  band random excitation signals. 
that (with some c a r e )  i t  was possible to play back a signal previously 
recorded on one t rack of the Magnetic Tape Recorder  while simultaneously 
recording data on other channels. 
of 1/2 and 1 / 8  cycle band noise by time sca le  division of 2-cycle band 
random noise samples .  
speeds,  excitation signals of various smaller bandwidths were  produced 
upon playback a t  the lowest (recording) tape speed. 
I t  was found 
This capability allowed the production 
By recording 2-cycle band noise a t  var ious tape 
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ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT 
Analyses of random data commonly involve the estimation of the 
spectral  distribution of "energy" (mean square deviation) of the process  
f rom a sample, the estimation of total mean square and, l e s s  commonly, 
estimation of the probability distribution function. The availability of the 
recorded samples of acceleration and f r ee  surface elevation on maknetic 
tape made analog analyses feasible. The lowest frequencies present  in 
the data were  such that playback of the tape 4 o r  more  t imes fas te r  than 
the recording speed resulted in apparent frequencies which fit comfort-  
ably within the capabilities of available analysis equipment. HoweJer , 
no loop r eco rde r  was  available and thus any analog analyses attemPted 
would have to be compatible with "shuttling" of tape back and forth,  that 
is the rapid continuous frequency scanning methods in common use would 
have to be  modified. 
1. Spectral and Mean Square Est imates  
Given a sample voltage time history X(t) f rom a stationary 3andom 
signal, the power spectral  density function 
estimated a s  in Eq. 5 (Ref. 4, for example), 






S,(f,) = Estimated Spectral  Density a t  Frequency f, 
X (t ,fo,Be) = That portion of the signal X(t) 
by a narrow bandwidth filter with an effective 
bandwidth Be cps and center frequency f,, cps.  
which i s  passed 
T = Sampling Time 
In words, the es t imates  a r e  made by the following operations: 
1. Frequency filtering of the signal by a narrow bandpass fi l ter  
having an effective bandwidth of Be cps and a center  flequency 
of fo cps.  
2. Squaring of the instantaneous value of the fi l tered signal. 
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3 .  Averaging of the squared instantaneous value over the 
sampling time T . 
4. Division of this mean square by Be . 
In the present  ca se  equipment was available to approximate the integral  
of the square by both RC filtering of the rectified, f i l tered signal, and 
by performing the square and an integration. However, nonlinear res- 
ponse, and thus non-Gaussian, signals were  expected and the t rue mean 
square  measurement  was to be  preferred.  
An annotated functional diagram of the spectrum analysis sys tem 
used is shown in F igure  4 and the physical setup in F igure  5. Referring 
to Figure 4, the f i r s t  operation is a compression of time scale.  The 
nar row band filtering was ca r r i ed  out by the same tracking fi l ter  used to 
generate  some of the excitation signals. 
set manually. The filtered signal was then attenuated as required to suit  
the square-law output of a t rue r m s  voltmeter.  The output of the square  
law device was then frequency modulated and the number of cycles in 
this F M  signal were  counted over a controlled t ime interval.  
in F igure  4, this count is proportional to spec t ra l  density. 
cal ibrate  this count the random signal was replaced by a known sinusoidal 
voltage and the sys tem operated as for the actual spectrum analysis.  
The center frequencies were  
A s  noted 
In o rde r  to 
In operation, tape play back speed, f i l ter  bandwidth, and sampling 
t ime were  selected,  s e t  up and recorded, step calibration signals on the 
tape before  and after the sample were measured  and the sys tem constant 
f o r  converting counter display to (volts)’ was established. The operator  
s ta r ted  tape playback, selected a center frequency ( f ), and Ballantine 
attenuator ( A ) to yield a reasonable counter display, s tar ted the count 
of the sample,  recorded the total count during the sampling time, and 
then adjusted the center  frequency to the next value, and so on. When i t  
was judged that sufficient point coverage of the frequency range had been 
achieved the operator  moved on to another sample on the tape. 
a number representing the physical calibration of the data on the tape was 
added to the recorded data, all numbers key punched and in the CDC 160A 
digital computer operated by the SwRI Computations Laboratory,  the 
analysis  was  completed by a) applying calibration constants compensated 
for  attenuator sett ings to the counter outputs to convert  to (engineering 
units)2,  b) this resu l t  was divided by bandwidth, B e  compensated for 
tape playback speed to resu l t  in dimensional spec t ra l  density, c )  these 
spec t ra l  densit ies and the associated frequencies were  non- dimensionalized, 
d)  tabulated and e) rough plotted. 
Ultimately, 
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The variance of the sample,  a2 , was estimated with the same 
where: 
equipment by by-passing the tracking f i l ter ,  Figure 4. 
counter output i s  proportional to 
In this ca se  the 
T 
P 
Much the same 
estimation was 
= I X2( t )d t  T (6 ) 
d 
0 
procedure in calibrating the sys tem for spec t ra l  density 
followed for variance estimation. 
The selection of bandwidths, sampling t imes,  tape playback speeds,  
etc.  , for the analysis of each taped data sample was made f rom stat is t ical  
considerations and these will be discussed in a subsequent section. 
2.  Probability Distribution Est imates  
Because an analog system for cumulative probability es t imates  
P(X) i s  easier to real ize  than one for probability density es t imates ,  
d 
(dXP(X)) , this approach was chosen. If 8ti is the t ime spent by 
X(t)above the level Xo during the ith excursion above x, , the 
cumulative probability may  be writ ten (Ref. 4): 
and thus an est imate  (Ref. 4 ) for the cumulative probability f rom a record  
of X ( t )  , T seconds long is: 
The method by which this es t imate  was  realized is outlined in F igure  6.  
The sample signal f rom the magnetic tape was compared with a manually 
adjusted voltage reference ( Eo ) in a voltage comparator .  The output of 
the voltage comparator  actuated a gating amplifier which turned on and 
off a high frequency sinusoidal signal according to whether the sample 
signal was above or  below the reference.  
over  the t ime necessa ry  f o r  a n  integral  power of ten cycles of the high 
frequency sinusoidal signal. 
This gated signal was  counted 
Thus the need to pe r fo rm any ar i thmetic  on 
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t m  accumulated count was eliminated (apar t  f rom the decimal point) and 
repeated for as many re ference  levels as needed to define 
reasonably within the t 3 -  1 / 2  a 
erc 1 rnl ihe cuurii w a a  w r i i i a i i  dwwri db ihe ebiirndie, r \L,/ . 111e pruceaa w d a  
F(E,) 
range on normal  probability paper.  - 
Because the period of the gated high frequency signal is finite and 
because the voltage comparator and gate do not switch instantaneously, 
there  a r e  e r r o r s  in the process .  
the frequency f, ( F i g u r e  6 )  at  1000 cps,  which was between 50 and 2 5 0  
t imes the highest significant frequency in any of the records.  
was tested with sinusoidal inputs to establish the required magnitude of 
, among other things, a n d  it is felt  f rom the good correlation and 
repeatability achieved with sine waves that the inherent e r r o r s  in the 
est imate  of 18t i /T  
involved in rklating F(E,) with P(E,) . 
These were  minimized by maintaining 
The sys tem 
f, 
will be far l e s s  than the sampling e r r o r s  
A 
DIMENSIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
In the experiments,  tank displacement, and forces  paral le l  to 
and normal to the tank displacement were  recorded as functions of t ime. 
In subsequent analyses  of data, t ime as a parameter  was replaced by 
frequency. W h i l e  no representations a r e  intended that the data to be  
presented can be  extrapolated to any s ize  tank, a non-dimensional p r e -  
sentation ordinarily facilitates comparison with other experiments and 
with analytical resu l t s .  
A convenient form for frequency nondimensionalization is 
where: w = angular frequency 
the excitation, tank displacement, was divided by the tank diameter  ( d ) 
to be consistent with pas t  resu l t s  (Ref. 1).  
nondimensionalization is: 
A convenient form for force 
(Forces )  
P Q d 3  
Nondimensional Fo rce  = 
where 
p = mass density of fluid. 
I 
These nondimensionalizations were  ca r r i ed  through the spec t ra l  analyses  
to resul t  in excitation spec t ra  having dimensions, 
and force spec t ra  having dimensions of (units of pgd?@s), 
/ss), 
F o r  convenience, the f i r s t  twenty eigenfrequencies of the f r ee  
surface are tabulated in Table I in t e r m s  of the nondimensionalization 
of Eq. 9.  The subscr ipt  n=O herein refers to the lowest frequency of 
the type of mode, m ; that is, the mode shapes are assumed of the form: 
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TABLE I 
The F i r s t  Twenty Eigenfrequencies for a 
Circu lar  Cylindrical Tank (h /d  = 1) 
Frequency 

















































































Fir s t  Anti-Symmetric 
F i r s t  Axi-Symmetric 
Second Anti-Symmetric 








4 4 )  
L n  
0 
= radial  coordinate of a point on the f r e e  surface 
= angular coordinate of a point on the f r ee  surface 
= 0, 1 ,  2 .... 
= an  index, 0, 1, 2 . .  . 
= a phase angle 
= Besse l  function of first kind of order  m . 
= tank radius 
Eigenfrequencies a r e  defined by: 
h 
( 12) M 2 E m n  9 7 = I 
where h = depth of fluid in tank, and the cmn are tabulated in Ref.  1. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
Since some sinusoidal results for the tes t  tank were  available 
f rom Ref. 3 ,  no sinusoidal excitation experiments were  car r ied  out. 
The excitation conditions in the test p rogram are summarized in Table 11, 
and typical excitation spectra  are shown in Figure 7 .  
oriented toward a study of swir l  instability as well as obtaining some 
checks on linearity. As may be seen in the table, the excitation band- 
width was varied from an extremely narrow case  having frequency content 
only in way of the f i r s t  anti-symmetric mode, to a broadband case  cover-  
ing the frequencies of about the f i rs t  100 free-surface modes.  In each 
case  the excitation level was varied f rom maximum obtainable within 
mechanical stops on the equipment to about 1/10 this level, rms (about 
1/100 energy). 
tion levels.  Spectra corresponding to 1/100 energy for each case were  
observed to have the same shape but displaced downward two o rde r s  of 
magnitude in spectral  density. 
The program was 
A l l  the spectra  of Figure 7 a r e  for the maximum excita- 
The qualitative study of non-stationary random excitation was 
ca r r i ed  out by varying the gain of the stationary "band-passed'' excitation 
signal f rom z e r o  to maximum and back to ze ro  by hand, in a period of 
t ime equivalent to between 10 and 20  periods of the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  
mode. 
After data taking proper ,  experiments were  ca r r i ed  out to a)  
determine the frequency response of the filters used in conjunction with 
the two force  records  and b)  obtain sufficient data to deterrrrine the 
force "tares". (Despite the provisions made in the apparatus to auto- 
mat ical ly  subtract  iner t ia l  t a r e s  from the total force signals some 
"residual" force is always present  due to imperfections in mechanical 
and electronic equipment. 
to the total force spec t ra  was la ter  found to be negligible. ) Finally, 
motion p ic tures  were  obtained of selected t e s t  conditions. 
to this r epor t  contains notes on these motion pictures.  
The contribution of the residual  t a r e  forces  
The Appendix 
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1. Analog Analvses 
The mean square measurements  were  ca r r i ed  out with a constant 
reai t ime sampiing interval, such that the minimum product: (sample 
t ime x effective energy bandwidth in the sample) was approximately 30. 
This implies a standard statist ical  e r r o r  on root-mean-square est imates  
(Ref. 4) of approximately t lo%, or in t e r m s  of a confidence statement 
f o r  the root-mean-squarevalues  t o  be quoted: i t  may  be said with about 
90% confidence that the t rue rms value of the process  is a t  worst  within 
t 1570 of the estimate.  - 
The choise of all analyzer bandwidths and integrating t imes for 
each  spec t ra l  es t imate  was such a s  to make the product: analyzer band- 
width x sampling time equal to 60 .  
of about 1370, o r ,  i f  the spectrum is "resolved" adequately, i t  may be s a i d  
with about 90% confidence that the true spec t ra l  density is within t 207'0 
of the quoted est imate .  
This is equivalent to a standard e r r o r  
- 
I t  is unfortunate that in order  to adequately "resolve" a spectrum, 
i t  mus t  be known in advance. In the present  analyses the tank displacement 
spec t ra  could be fairly closely estimated in advance and suitable resolution 
determined by choosing an  analyzer bandwidth 1 /4  o r  l e s s  of the half power 
bandwidth of the spectral  peak. Force  spectra  were  s imilar ly  resolved, 
though in mos t  ca ses ,  inadequately. In view of the exploratory nature  of 
the p r o g r a m  objectives, the use to be made of the spec t ra  did not justify 
a second, m o r e  refined analysis.  
felt  that the tank displacement spectra a r e  reasonably well resolved, 
while, where relatively sharp  spectral  density peaks occurred for  forces ,  
the analysis  procedure probably distorted real i ty  by lowering the maximum 
and broadening the bandwidth of the t rue spec t ra l  peak. 
Of the resu l t s  to be  presented i t  is 
Cumulative probability distributions were  estimated with the previ-  
ously described equipment f o r  selected samples  in the t e s t  p rogram.  Since 
the bas ic  noise  source was Gaussian, the tank displacement samples  should 
have been Gaussian.  
samples  selected for  probability analyses were  of fluid induced forces .  
The fo rces  a t  90' to the direction of excitation were  expected to be non- 
l inear  and non-Gaussian. Each estimated point was plotted on no rma l  
probability paper  as it was obtained. These determinations of probability 
are  effectively converted to the nominally equivalent standardized normal  
var ia te  when plotted on normal  probability paper .  
p roper t ies  of the t ime intervals which make up the est imate  F(Eo) 
Eq. 8, are not known, confidence statements about the es t imates  cannot 
be made.  On a n  intuitive basis  as in Ref. 2,  the sampling time, T , for 
This was  verified in one o r  two cases .  Most of the 
Since the %tatist ical  
, 
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all estimates was made the same and selected so that the length of 
record analyzed was equivalent to 800 t imes the period of the lowest 
period phenomena involved (the period of the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode).  
By analogy with digital sampling techniques, i f  the T seconds of 
recorded had been sampled a t  an  interval appropriate for digital 
analyses of the probability distributions, in no case  should the number 
of degrees of freedom (the number of statist ically independent samples)  
have been l e s s  than 100. Thus, a respectable s ta t is t ical  sample,  a t  
l eas t ,  is indicated. 
x(t)  
The portions of the program where analog data reduction methods 
were  employed are  noted in Table 11. 
2 .  Digital Analvses 
The three "broadband" excitation cases  of Table I1 were  reduced 
by digital techniques since i t  was desired to es t imate  c ros s - spec t r a ,  and 
this w a s  not possible by analog methods with equipment in hand. 
Semi-automatic char t  reading equipment w a s  available, and samples  
of the recorded data on magnetic tape were  "played out" on a d i rec t  writing 
oscillograph. 
two fluid forces  were  sampled a t  equi-spaced intervals  of t ime shor t  enough 
to resolve the highest frequency present  so  that digital spectrum and c r o s s  
spectrum analyses  could be  ca r r i ed  out with the resulting t ime s e r i e s .  
The programs used in carrying out the analyses a r e  those of Ref. 5. 
actual computations were  ca r r i ed  out by the Computations Laboratory of 
Southwest Resea rch  Institute on a CDC 3600 general  purpose digital computer. 
The resulting oscillograph t r aces  of tank displacement and 
The 
As  in analog analysis ,  i t  is highly beneficial to know the answer 
In the present  ca se  i t  was possible to es t i -  before start ing the analysis .  
m a t e  the excitation spec t ram fo rm fairly closely, but the form of the force 
spectra  was unknown. 
and an (erroneous)  guess on the width of the spec t ra l  force peak a t  first 
ant i -symmetr ic  mode resonance,  measurement  of 1000 points p e r  sample 
was felt adequate. 
On the bas i s  of economics in an  exploratory program 
After  the analog analysis  had been accomplished i t  was seen that 
the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode spec t ra l  peak for force was nar rower  than 
anticipated and the digital analysis  had  to be  setup to produce es t imates  a t  
a frequency interval  of 0.213. This resul ted in an  analysis  with 20 "degrees 
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of freedom", lower than had been hoped for. Confidence bounds (9070) 
v11 d e r i v e d  ampiitude d ~ i d  ~ L ~ s E :  r e s u i i s  I'ur i,Leae cLrldIyst:a w l j d d  be tl8';: 
on amplitude response and - t 10' on phase i f  a "coherency" (Ref. 4) of 
around 0 .90  was attained. 
A t r ia l  analysis was made and i t  was seen that the computed 
coherencies near  f i r s t  anti-symmetric resonance were  extremely low, 
and that the spec t ra l  peak was a s  narrow as in the analog analysis 
r e su l t s .  
is adequate, and it was obvious that resolution on the frTquency scale  
was inadequate. 
ve ry  simply but a t  the expense of statist ical  confidence. 
th ree  t imes the number of points already read f rom the records  had been 
obtained for use with a higher resolution analysis ,  such an  analysis would 
have been no improvement. 
points f rom the record ,  a special  "pre-whitening'' filter was devised 
(Ref. 6) .  
operates  on the original t ime ser ies  and sharply attenuates the frequency 
components near  f i r s t  anti-symmetric mode resonance. This operation, 
(with luck) makes the estimated spectrum f rom the "pre-whitened" record  
flat and thus amenable to a relatively coa r se  resolution on the frequency 
scale .  
multiplying by the square of the reciprocal modulus of the pre-whitening 
f i l ter  t ransfer  function. 
designed to introduce no phase distortion. A l l  is not gained without pay- 
ment ,  however. The pre-whitening operation reduced the number of data 
points to 884 f r o m  1000 and thus the "degrees of freedom" to 17 instead of 
20. Confidence bounds (90%)  on amplitude and phase of t ransfer  functions 
derived f rom the c r o s s  spectral  analysis would then be t 207'0 on amplitude 
response  and t 12O on phase i f  a coherency of a t  l eas t  0790 was attained. 
Since coherencies g rea t e r  than 0 . 9  were  quite prevalent in the t r i a l  analysis  
for force  in direction of excitation a t  frequencies other than first anti-  
symmet r i c  mode resonance, the pre-whitening method was chosen for  the 
final analy s e s . 
Low coherencies indicate nonlinear response i f  resolution 
In digital analysis increase  in resolution is accomplished 
Unless two o r  
In order to avoid the measurement  of m o r e  
This fi l ter  was essentially a numerical  "notch" fi l ter  which 
After  the spectrum analysis the spec t ra  a r e  "re-colored" by 
In the present  ca se  the prewhitening fi l ter  was 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Rotational Instability Under Random Excitation 
The p r imary  purpose in the inclusion of nar row band excitations 
in the program (Table 11) was to study swir l  instability under random 
excitation. Qualitative observations indicated that under "Narrow-Band- 1" 
excitation ( h a l f  power bandwidth = 0. 11) the f r ee  surface behaved s imilar ly  
to that expected for sinusoidal excitation for the higher excitation level.  
In par t icular ,  violent rotation or  swir l  was observed to build up, decay, 
and change direction in a manner analogous to sinusoidal excitation 
experience. Under this same very narrow bandwidth, excitation a t  1 / l o 0  
maximum energy level,  little rotation could be observed visually. The 
"Narrow Band- 1" excitation is near ly  a randomly modulated sine wave 
and this qualitative resu l t  is  perhaps not surpr is ing.  
As bandwidth was increased to Narrow Band-2" ( fi = 0.45)  the 
s a m e  qualitative behavior of the f ree  surface was observed though rotation 
was perceptably less violent. 
power band 1.77) very  l i t t le rotation could be observed visually a t  either 
excitation level.  
"Broadband" excitation case .  
In the "Bandpassed" excitation case  ( h a l f  
No significant rotation was observed visually in the 
The visual observations cited above were ,  of course ,  much less 
sensitive than the force measurements .  When all the analyses  of force 
spectra  were  completed i t  was noted that the shapes of the spec t ra  near  
f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode resonance were  essentially the same regard less  
of excitation bandwidth. 
The force spec t ra  resulting f rom "Narrow Band-2" excitation are 
typical and a r e  shown in F igure  8. F o r  the higher excitation level,  rota-  
tion w a s  observed visually and i t  may  be  seen that the spectrum of force  
normal  to the direction of excitation is a lmost  identical with the spectrum 
of force para l le l  to the excitation. 
by a factor of 80 to 100 i t  may  be seen  f rom Figure  8 that the spectrum 
for force normal  to direction of excitation is about 1 / 100 the spectrum of 
force  para l le l  to the excitation. 
When excitation energy level was reduced 
The s imi la r i ty  in shape of the force spec t ra  nea r  f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  
mode resonance, indicated that correlat ions might be made on the basis of 
spectral  densities a t  first ant i -symmetr ic  mode frequency (essentially the 
peaks in the spec t ra ) .  The 
abcissa  of F igure  9 is  the tank displacement spec t ra l  density a t  the f i r s t  
F igure  9 is the r e su l t  of such a correlation. 
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ant i -symmetr ic  mode. 
density of the force normal  to direction of excitation, to the peak 
spec t ra l  density of force paral le l  to excitation. 
1 .  0, violent rotation exis ts ,  when it is very small, l i t t le significant 
rotation was experienced. The lines in Figure 9 are m o r e  for identi- 
fication of points than to indicate trends. 
omission of the point corresponding to the low level "Narrow Band-1" 
c a s e  was because maladjustment of attenuators during the experiment 
produced a normal  force record almost impossible to analyze. ) 
The ordinate i s  a rat io  of the peak spectral  
When this ra t io  is 
(It  should be noted that the 
Within the limitations of a small  amount of data i t  s eems  that 
the important excitation parameter  defining the onset of significant 
rotation is the excitation spectral  density a t  the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  
mode frequency. F o r  the particular tes t  tank under investigation, i t  
appea r s  that below a tank displacement spec t ra l  density of 10- 6 
( d i a m e t e r ) 2 / 8 f i  no significant rotation is to be expected. 
f igure quite violent rotation may be experienced. 
Above this 
The above figure for a random "stability" boundary seems  to be 
of the c o r r e c t  o rde r  of magnitude relative to sinusoidal experience.  
swi r l  stability boundary given in Ref. 3 is shown in Figure 10 of this 
r epor t  (in non-dimensional units consistent with present  notation). 
the range of rms displacement possible in the experimental  apparatus ,  
"swirl" instability occurs  over a frequency bandwidth of about 0 .25 .  
rms sinusoidal excitation is below 0.46 x d iameters  no swi r l  resul ts .  
The total mean square  displacement in an 0.25 wide frequency band for a 
random tank displacement excitation with spec t ra l  density of 
(0.25 X 
is in correspondence with the lowest point on the stability diagram, Figure 
10. 
the c r i t i ca l  bandwidth to be associated with the spec t ra l  density is an  
hypothesis formed for  the occasion. However, the magnitude of the 
spec t ra l  density for  the onset of s w i r l  does s e e m  consistent with sinus- 





o r  an  rms displacement of (0 .5  x This l a s t  f igure 
The good numerical  correlation should not be taken ser iously since 
2 .  Probabi l i tv  Distributions 
A s  mentioned in the section on da ta  reduction, the probability 
distributions of tank displacements were  checked in one or  two cases  
and the resu l t s  indicated normality. Six of the nine r eco rds  of force  
para l le l  to the direction of excitation w e r e  checked. 
suspicion of deviation of this response f rom normali ty  existed for r eco rds  
where  violent rotation was observed, the experimentally determined d is t r i -  
butions indicated that this force response was a t  l eas t  ve ry  near ly  normally 
distributed. 
Though some slight 
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The distributions of four of the nine records  of force normal  to 
the direction of excitation were  checked. Three  of these records  were  
for the high level narrow band and  bandpassed cases  in which rotation 
was substantial as evidenced by approximately equivalent normal  and 
parallel  force spectra  (Figure 9).  
for the two narrow band cases  showed some fairly significant deviations 
from normality. A smoothed approximation to the trends of the d is t r i -  
butions of normal  force when significant rotation is present  i s  shown in 
Figure 11. Figure 11 is essentially normal  probability paper on which 
the cumulative distribution of a normally distributed var ia te  plots as a 
straight line. The data for the two narrow band cases  indicated a non- 
normal  symmetr ica l  distribution with lower "tails" and higher midpoint 
than for the normal  density function. The no rma l  force record  for the 
high-level "Bandpassed" excitation case  appeared normally distributed. 
Of these three cases ,  the distributions 
Though the evidence is l imited,  i t  appears  that only when quite 
substantial, visually observable,  rotation occurs ,  is there  a substantial 
deviation of tank force response from normality.  
3 .  Non-Stationary Random Excitation 
A typical t ime-history of the non-stationary random excitation 
experiments is shown in Figure 12. 
analysis that i f  the bandpassed excitation used in the non-stationary case  
had been turned up and left on for a longer period of t ime, the amplitudes 
of force a t  90° to the direction of excitation would have been about the 
s a m e  as those of force paral le l  to the excitation. Apparently, some time 
is required for  the rotational instability to fully develop since the normal  
fo rce  amplitudes in Figure 12 a r e  approximately 1/30 the paral le l  force 
amplitudes. At the beginning of the excitation, para l le l  force response,  
but little normal  force response,  is experienced. P a r a l l e l  force response 
is abruptly increased by a violent displacement excursion and af terwards 
the normal  force builds up and does not begin to decay until well a f te r  
the excitation t ransient  is over.  
forces  a r e  roughly in phase which indicates that the "burst" of excitation 
m a y  have had the effect of shifting the node orientation of the first ant i -  
symmetr ic  mode. If shift in nodal position is the c o r r e c t  explanation for 
the normal  forces  in F igure  12, i t  is notable that the apparent  phase rela- 
tions between the two forces  do not change during the decay; that is, the 
nodal position changed only in response to a n  external  st imulus.  The decay 
is in the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode. 
It was apparent f rom the spec t ra l  
F o r  the mos t  p a r t ,  the no rma l  and para l le l  
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Since relatively l i t t le has been done with non-s tationary random 
processes  (with a possible exception being Ref. 4) no further analysis 
of the present  resul ts  was contemplated, a r  in fact, ceulc! be acccmnl;shed ---r-----
in the present  prograin.  
Perhaps  the only important point is that this type of experiment 
m a y  simulate actual fuel tank excitation in a booster rocket m o r e  near ly  
than has been done in the pas t ,  and despite the complexity of the excitation, 
nothing really unusual o r  unexpected on the bas i s  of previous experience, 
was found to occur.  
4. Cross-Spectral  Analysis of Broadband Excitation Records 
The p r imary  objective in carrying out c r o s s  -spectral  analyses 
on the broadband excitation da ta  was to enable es t imates  to be made of 
the t ransfer  function between tank displacement and paral le l  force (Eqn. 3).  
The analyses  were  ca r r i ed  out on al l  three "broadband" excitation records  
in accordance with the procedures  outlined in the section on data reduction, 
and es t imates  were  made of the t ransfer  functions for each c a s e  (Ref. 4 ,  5). 
F igure  13 shows the "input" and "output" spec t ra  for the highest 
The "output" force spectrum has been "re-colored" level of excitation. 
but not corrected for  instrumentation fi l ter  roll-off. The fi l ter  on the 
para l le l  fo rce  did not rol l  off appreciably until a frequency of 8 o r  10. 
The roll-off of the force spectrum shown is as much due to the fi l ter  as 
to the roll-off or  "input" (tank displacement). 
response is quite "flat" to a frequency of about 8 o r  9 and has a phase 
response  l inear  with frequency in this range. 
facilitated correct ion of the derived t ransfer  functions to the one desired;  
that  i s ,  the relation between tank displacement and unfiltered force.  
The force filter amplitude 
These charac te r i s t ics  
The t ransfer  functions derived f rom the c ros s - spec t r a l  analyses  
a r e  shown in Figure 14 and compared with the undamped theory and with 
some sinusoidal excitation data f r o m  Ref. 3 .  Computed coherencies 
between paral le l  force and tank displacement are shown in F igure  15. The 
coherency is an  index of l inear  dependence and the adequacy of the analysis.  
The notable feature  of the coherencies of Figure 15 is the consistent "hole" 
nea r  the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode. If the analysis  is adequate the coher-  
ency levels  of 0. 1 displayed indicate that there  is l i t t le o r  no l inear  depend- 
ence between tank displacement and para l le l  force up to a frequency of 2 .5 .  
This feature  is independent of tank rms displacement level. 
in which swi r l  instability seemed negligible ( 
-
The sample 
Q = 5. ~ x I O - ~ ) ,  has  quite 
respectable coherencies f rom 
below this frequency-in exactly the same  manner  as in the case  where 
excitation energy was 100 t imes g rea t e r .  
excitation level ( 
The wri ter  strongly suspects that the data reduction procedure is a t  fault 
in some way in this ca se ,  but the ma t t e r  could not be pursued. 
fi = 2 . 5  upward and a definite drop 
The coherencies for the medium 
3 0 = 1 . 6 6 ~ 1 0 -  ) a r e  too low above a frequency of 3 .  
The correspondence of the derived t ransfer  functions (Fig.  14) with 
theoretical above a frequency of 2 . 5  is good, well  within 90% confidence 
bounds corresponding to the computed coherencies in  each case ,  assuming, 
consistent with pas t  experience,  that in r ea l  tanks the peaks associated 
with n = 1 and higher modes near ly  disappear.  The derived t ransfer  
functions for frequencies above 7 f rom the three cases  check one another 
and continue the ( aCQ' ) trend expected. 
If i t  were  not for the poor coherencies below a frequency of 2 . 5 ,  
the derived t ransfer  functions might be categorized as "reasonable". A s  
mat te r s  stand the fact that the amplitude response is in the co r rec t  cycle 
of the log sca le  near  f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode resonance may be purely 
a mat te r  of chance. The t r ia l  analysis without the special  pre-whitening 
f i l ter  resulted in coherencies around 0. 1 a t  the f i r s t  mode. 
due wholely to poor resolution in the analysis ,  the pre-whitening p rocess  
should have improved coherencies near  f i r s t  mode from "terrible" to a t  
l e a s t  "bad". In fact, the pre-whitening process  made no significant 
improvement. In the author 's  opinion the coherencies presented in Fig- 
u r e  15 a r e  likely to be of the co r rec t  magnitude. 
band excitation in the tes t  p rogram produced very l i t t le f ree  surface 
activity of any so r t .  It was the initial hope that the extent of the validity 
of the l inear  hypthesis for f i r s t  mode sloshing in an unbaffled tank could 
be established as a function of excitation level. This has  not been realized 
in the present  experiments.  
hypothesis for f i r s t  mode sloshing in  an  unbaffled tank may be  invalid under 
any  visible level of random excitation. 
If this was 
-
The lowest level broad- 
In fact ,  the evidence indicates that the l inear  
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the present  exploratory program the question of the possibility 
of "swirl" instability in an  unbaffled c i rcu lar  cylindrical tank under random 
excitation has been answered in the affirmative and some evidence shown 
that la rge ,  visually observable,  swirl  might be predicted on the bas i s  of 
a "threshold" excitation spectral  density . 
Attempts were  made in the program to demonstrate the validity 
of the l inear  hypothesis for  force response of an unbaffled tank under 
sufficiently low-level random lateral  excitation. 
produced indicate, however, that i f  the hypothesis is reasonable a t  all 
f o r  f i r s t  mode sloshing, i t  would apply for a lmost  vanishing excitation 
levels .  
The fragments of data 
Some qualitative experiments on non- s tationary random excitation 
were  attempted in conjunction with the study of f ' s w i r l "  instability under 
random excitation with no really unexpected resu l t s  observed. 
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A P P E N D I X  
EXPLORATORY STUDIES O F  LIQUID BEHAVIOR 
IN RANDOMLY EXCITED TANKS: 
LATERAL EXCITATION 
Motion Picture  Report No.  2 
Contract No. NAS8-203 19 
Control No. DCN 1-6-57-01042(1F) 
TYPE FILM: Silent - Color, 16 mm 
PROJECTION TIME: Approximately 15 minutes at 16 f rames  / sec .  
GENERAL: 
The f i r s t  sequences in the film show a general  view of the tank 
and mechanical apparatus with a somewhat smal le r  f ie ld  than that of 
F igure  1 of this report .  
were  f ramed s o  that as la rge  as possible a view of the free surface was 
obtained. 
of this repor t .  The camera  angle is approximately 45O to the direction 
of excitation. 
tion was  judged on the bas i s  of fluid motion a t  the tank side adjacent to 
the nea r  force  balance shown in the films. 
fo rce  balance with the one on the far s i d e  (visible through the tank in 
the f i l m )  is a t  90° to the direction of excitation, o r  paral le l  to the expected 
position of the node for the first ant i -symmetr ic  mode. 
Subsequent sequences showing the tank in motion 
The f ie ld  of view is somewhat smaller than that of Figure 2 
F o r  the comments which follow, rotation o r  lack of ro ta -  
A line connecting the nea r  
All  run  sequences were  taken a t  32 frames p e r  second so that 
the t ime sca le ,  when the film is projected at 16 f r ames ,  i s  appropriate  
f o r  a n  3 0 . 7  inch (77 cm)  tank in a 1 g acceleration f ie ld .  
COMMENTS ON THE FILM SEQUENCES: 
a. After identification titles and setup view, two sequences are  
F o r  both cases  the 
shown of "Narrow Band Random Excitation". 
both are  shown in a char t  following the initial title. 
excitation energy is concentrated in a nar row frequency band centered on 
the frequency of the f i r s t  anti-symmetric mode. The difference between 
the two samples  is in excitation level, the f i r s t ,  (Sample 20) is a t  maximum 
attainable level,  the second (Sample 2 )  is a t  roughly 1/10 this amplitude 
ievei,  o r  roughiy i / 100 the ni~xiri-iiii erLergy 1--*-1 A b  v b A .  
The excitation spec t ra  for  
A-1 
The sequence following for Sample 20, under this specialized 
form of random excitation, shows la rge  amplitude "swirl" qualitatively 
identical to that observed under sinusoidal excitation. A second anti-  
symmetr ic  mode response may  be  observed superimposed upon the la rge  
amplitude f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  response.  The buildup and subsequent 
decay of violent motion which is charac te r i s t ic  of random phenomena may 
be  noticed in the sequence as can the r eve r sa l  of direction of rotation, 
character  is tically observed under sinusoidal excitation. 
The immediately following sequence, (Sample 2 1, 1 / 100 excitation 
energy) in contrast  shows very l i t t le rotation, and in fact ,  relatively small 
response in the f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  mode. 
b. The next two sequences are  titled and shown in a similar 
fashion. These involve "Band Passed  Random'' excitation a t  two levels.  
The difference from the preceding case  is that approximately the same 
input energy is  "spread out" over a frequency band 16 t imes as g rea t  as 
that preceding. 
tendencies visible though substantial ant i -symmetr ic  mode response may  
be seen.  The following sequence (Sample 25), for  1/100 the energy level 
of Sample 24, shows very  small f r ee  surface activity of any so r t .  
The r e su l t  (Sample 24)  is a lmost  no la rge  rotational 
c. 
A s  may be observed from the char t ,  a relatively constant exci-  
The next pa i r  of sequences involve "Broadband" random exci- 
tation. 
tation spec t ra l  density was achieved over a frequency range including the 
f i r s t  100 free surface modal frequencies. 
excitation level (Sample 33)  shows a r a the r  confused f r e e  surface r ich  in 
many higher modes with an  occasional f i r s t  ant i -symmetr ic  buildup, but 
no  significant rotation. 
(Sample 35) shows ve ry  l i t t le f ree  surface activity. 
The film sequence for  maximum 
The corresponding low level excitation case 
d. The last section of the film involves samples  of a qualitative 
study of non-stationary random excitation. 
produced by varying the gain of the "bandpassed" excitation signal of 
Sample 2 4  f rom ze ro  to maximum and back to zero .  
record of displacement and the result ing forces  on the tank is shown. 
should be  noted that the scale  for force  at 90° to  displacement direction is 
about 1/10 that for  force  in the direction of displacement . )  
This type of excitation was 
A typical oscil lograph 
(It 
Two examples of this c a s e  follow the chart .  In both c a s e s  the free 
sur face  is ca lm,a t  the s t a r t  and each sequence is ended when the motion of 
the free surface has  substantially decayed. Unfortunately, a slight c a m e r a  
vibration makes  visual determination of the end of the excitation t ransient  
difficult to s ee .  In both examples shown in the film, higher mode content 
is visible at  the s t a r t ,  as well as the first an t i - symmetr ic  mode which 
pe r s i s t s  for some time. N o  substantial  rotation is observed. 
A - 2  
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BLOCK DIAGRAM FUNCTION AND REMARKS 
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